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One of the many ways that the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
curbs the cost of health care is by offering incentives to states 
to provide services in the most cost effective way possible: at 
home or in the community. These incentive dollars can boost 
health care spending in neighborhoods, creating new jobs as 
well as expanding needed services. 
 
In Ohio and nationally, a significant share of Medicaid is 
dedicated to patients who are elderly or have disabilities. Too 
often, this is in a high-cost nursing home setting. The ACA 
offers incentives to encourage more cost-effective home care 
services for people who need help with dressing, bathing, 
chores, preparing meals, or other activities of daily living. A 
study of state expenditures on long-term care and services 
between 1995 and 2005 found that states with broad access to 
home and community-based services realized cost savings in 
the long term as they shifted from institutionalized settings (nursing homes) to home care services, 
although there was a short-term increase in costs during the shift.1

The ACA offers new opportunities to help states provide long-term services and supports to people in 
their homes. This brief examines two of the programs: The Balancing Incentives Payment Program, 
which increases federal matching funds for states like Ohio by two percentage points through 2015 
for increased home and community-based services, helping with any up-front costs, and the 
permanent Community First Choice Option (CFCO) which provides a boost of six percentage 
points, from 63.58 to 69.58 percent, in federal funding for personal attendant services in the home or 
community.  
 
One estimate finds Ohio could gain $58 million a year from the Balancing Incentives Payment 
Program.2 The Unified Long Term Care System Advisory group recommended authorization be 
included in the current state budget,3 and it was, but the application has not been submitted. The
Community First Choice option could bring a permanent six percentage point increase in federal 
Medicaid match for selected services. California received $573 million over two years for its 
Community First Choice option.4 New York anticipates $90 million annually.5 Alaska, with its small 
population, expected about $11.8 million over two years.6 While California is the only state approved 
for the CFC at present, others – Arkansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Montana, New York and Oregon – 
have announced plans to apply, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation.7 
  

   Key findings 
 

• Balancing Incentives Payment 
Program could boost the federal 
share of Medicaid funding by 
two percentage points on home 
care through 2015. 

 

• This could mean some $58 
million more for Ohio Medicaid 
each year through 2015. 

 

• The Community First Choice 
program would permanently 
boost the federal share for 
personal home care attendants 
by six percentage points. 
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Medicaid services for those in need of long-term care 
Medicaid serves 56 million recipients, more than any other health program. Enacted in 1964 under 
Title XIX of the Social Security Act, Medicaid provides medical services to people with disabilities 
or low incomes, and it is an important source of aid for elderly nursing homes residents.8 In Ohio, it 
serves 2.3 million low-income children, their parents if the family is very low-income, and those who 
are elderly, blind or have disabilities. Non-elderly adults without disabilities or without children are 
not eligible. Financial need, based around federal poverty levels, is used to determine eligibility. 
Medicaid is jointly financed by the federal government and the states, with Washington paying 50 
percent of the costs in higher-income states and about 70 percent in lower-income states like 
Arkansas.9 In 2013, the federal match in Ohio is 63.58 percent.10   

States define eligibility and benefits within guidelines set by federal law. The only two mandated 
benefits for long-term care under the Medicaid program are institutional care and home health 
services for those not eligible for nursing home (institutional) care.   

Since 1981, states have used authority under Section 1915(c) of the Social Security Act to request a 
waiver of certain federal Medicaid requirements (including state-wide program coverage) to establish 
home and community-based programs to serve people who need institutional levels of care. States 
have broad authority to seek approval to provide a wide range of services under waivers.  

The Community First Choice Option funds personal care attendants. Since 1975 states have had the 
option of offering personal care services as part of the statewide Medicaid plan as well as through 
waivers, which may be limited geographically or in other ways. States have considerable discretion in 
defining personal care but programs typically involve non-medical assistance with daily living (e.g., 
bathing and eating) for participants with disabilities and chronic conditions.  
 
The section below describes Ohio’s system of home and community-based care for low- and 
moderate-income people who need significant assistance in health care and daily living, and the 
comprehensive changes underway to streamline and simplify the system and rebalance institutional 
care with care in the home and community. 
 
Ohio’s existing system 
Since Medicaid was established in 1965, states have been required to cover nursing facility care for 
beneficiaries age 21 and older who need help with daily living (dressing, bathing, feeding, or 
mobility). As noted above, federal law allows states to apply for a formal waiver of program rules to 
provide services outside of a nursing home. Over time, more services have been covered in 
community settings, and the federal government has created several different types of waivers for 
state programming. 
 
In April of 2011, Ohio Medicaid Director John McCarthy described his program in budget testimony: 
“What is the Medicaid program and who does it serve? Medicaid is the health insurance program for 
low-income families with children; and the aged, blind, and disabled. …. The program covers 
children up to 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL), parents of those children to 90% FPL, and the 
elderly or individuals with disabilities up to 64% FPL, unless they meet an institutional level of care 
and then it is 150% FPL.”11 In addition to those Director McCarthy described, individuals are eligible 
for waiver services if they have income less than 300 percent of the SSI standard of need and require 
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an institutional level of care. For nursing home care, income can be higher as long as monthly income 
is less than the nursing home’s Medicaid reimbursement rate. 
 
Ohio’s Office of Health Transformation points out that the state’s Medicaid program “serves 
approximately 173,000 individuals with long-term care needs – primarily seniors and people with 
disabilities – each year. Although only 7 percent of the Medicaid population uses long-term services 
and supports, approximately 41 percent of annual Medicaid expenditures stem from services to these 
individuals.”12 This is a little higher than national averages. Nationally, 6 percent of the Medicaid 
population needed long-term services and supports in 201013 and about a third of Medicaid spending 
in 2010 was directed to these services.14     
 
According to the Ohio Office of Health Transformation, in 2011 Ohio was spending more of its 
Medicaid budget on high-cost nursing homes and other institutions than all but five states, and Ohio 
taxpayers were spending 47 percent more for Medicaid long-term care than taxpayers in other 
states.15 Ohio’s current budget rebalances where the money is spent by increasing allocations to 
home- and community-based services from 36 percent of Medicaid long-term care spending today to 
42 percent in SFY 2013.”16 The current budget bill sets an aspirational goal of a 50/50 balance 
(institutional v. community-based as measured by the number of participants) for Ohioans age 60 and 
above, and a 60/40 balance for Ohioans under age 60 with physical disabilities. Correcting the 
imbalance is important because nursing home care is expensive, with the average daily Medicaid rate 
for an Ohio nursing home now at $167 per day.17 Home and community-based care costs less. For 
example, the National Health Policy Forum reported that in 2011, the average annual cost for nursing 
home care was more than $78,000; for assisted living communities, it was almost $42,000.18 
 
Ohio has many waivers in place that provide home and community-based care. Ohio’s system for this 
care is comprised of nine waiver-based programs and one plan amendment. These programs are 
administered under the authority of three different state agencies: the Ohio Department of Job and 
Family Services, the Ohio Department of Aging and the Department of Developmental Disabilities.  
 
The Department of Aging administers three waiver programs: PASSPORT, Choices, and Assisted 
Living waivers. The department also oversees a small program provided as part of the Medicaid plan 
itself (PACE).  Descriptive information here is taken from the website of the Ohio Department of 
Aging.  

• PASSPORT (Pre-Admission Screening System Providing Options and Resources Today), is 
a waiver program that provides services in home and community settings to delay or prevent 
nursing facility placement for people 60 and older who need hands-on assistance with 
dressing, bathing, toileting,  grooming, eating or mobility. Their care services must not exceed 
60 percent of the cost of nursing home care. Clients must meet financial criteria for Medicaid 
eligibility and their physicians must agree to a service plan. PASSPORT is by far Ohio’s 
largest waiver for home- and community-based services for the elderly, with enrollment of 
33,103 consumers in December of 2012.  

• Choices waiver provides home and community-based services and supports to older Ohioans. 
Geographically limited, it is available to current PASSPORT consumers in the central 
Ohio, northwestern Ohio, and southern Ohio regions served by the Area Agencies on Aging 
based in Columbus, Toledo, Marietta and Rio Grande. It serves 559 people 60 and older, with 
a capacity to serve 1,610, and offers personal control over services.  
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• Assisted Living waiver serves people 21 and over who need hands-on assistance with 
dressing, bathing, toileting, grooming, eating or mobility; meet the financial criteria for 
Medicaid eligibility and are able to pay the state established monthly room and board 
payment (rent). It provides services in a community residential setting with around-the-clock 
personal care but not skilled nursing comparable to a nursing home. As of December 2012, 
there were 3,899 enrollees in the assisted living waiver.  

• PACE (Program for All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly), is a managed-care model that 
provides participants with all of their needed health care, medical care and ancillary services 
in acute, sub-acute, institutional and community settings. Like Choices, it is geographically 
limited, to sites in Cincinnati and Cleveland. It serves people over 55 years of age who are 
eligible for Medicaid (although the program accepts private-pay clients) and who need an 
institutional level of care. It served 780 people in December 2012. PACE is not a waiver 
program; rather, it is a part of the state Medicaid plan.  

 
The Ohio Department of Job and Family Services administers three programs that serve those 
with disabilities who are eligible for institutional care, but prefer home care. Information here is taken 
from the website of the Ohio Office of Health Transformation and the Ohio Department of Job and 
Family Services. 

• Ohio Home Care waiver for people with physical or developmental disability who are 59 and 
younger. It had 8,778 enrollees in June of 2012. It is designed to meet the needs of consumers 
eligible for Medicaid who have been assessed to require an intermediate or skilled level of 
care. Without the services available through the waiver benefit, these consumers are at risk for 
hospital or nursing home placement. Consumers approved for the OHC waiver benefit may 
receive care at home or in a nursing facility. 

• Transitions waiver, for all ages with developmental or physical disabilities, had 2,931 
participants in June of 2012. This benefit package consists of all of the services as listed 
above. However, it is designed to meet the needs of consumers eligible for Medicaid who 
have been assessed to require an ICFMR/DD (intermediate care facility for the mentally 
retarded/developmentally disabled) level of care. This waiver is not open to new enrollees. 
You must first be on the OHC waiver and be transitioned due to level-of-care considerations.  

• Transitions waiver carve-out This benefit package consists of all of the services as listed 
above. However, it is designed to meet the needs of consumers who are age 60 and over. 
Eligibility criteria require having either an intermediate or skilled level of care. This waiver is 
not open to new enrollees. You must first be on the OHC waiver and be transitioned due to 
reaching age 60. There were 2,056 enrollees in June of 2012.  

 
The Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities administers three waiver programs, described 
below. Information here is taken from the waiver handbooks at the website of the Ohio Department 
of Developmental Disabilities, and from the website of the Ohio Office of Health Transformation. 

• Individual Options (IO) waiver serves 16,787. The IO Waiver is for people with 
developmental disabilities who require the level of care provided in an Intermediate Care 
Facility for people but want to live at home or in the community and who meet the financial 
criteria of Medicaid eligibility.  

• Level I waiver (LI) covers services for all ages and served 11,141 individuals as of June 
2012. It serves people who require the care given in an Intermediate Care Facility for the 
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Mentally Retarded but want to live at home. The cost for this help cannot be more than what 
the Level I Waiver allows.  

• SELF waiver, a new program, has a goal of serving 2,000 over three years. At its one-year 
anniversary, as of December 10, 2012, there were 26 individuals enrolled on the SELF 
Waiver, 10 of whom are utilizing a state-funded Children with Intensive Behavioral Needs 
(CIBN) SELF Waiver. 
 

The current budget bill, HB 153, established a goal of boosting the number of Ohioans served in their 
homes through these programs. Rebalancing institutional care with home and community based 
services is, however, is taking longer than originally anticipated.19 There are two major initiatives 
underway to facilitate improvements. One will consolidate five of its nine waivers into a single, 
unified waiver system (PASSPORT, Choices, Assisted Living, Transitions and Transitions ‘carve 
out,’). Today, programs are accessed through different agencies and entities; in the future, the goal is 
to provide coordination through a single entry point (the “front door”) and a common website. 20  
 
In May 2012, Director McCarthy praised the unification effort. He pointed out that HB 153 made 
access and navigation of the system easier by authorizing a single waiver that will serve 46,000 adults 
with disabilities and people over the age of 65 who need a nursing home level of care and said 
program design had begun.21 Another initiative, however, a geographically based managed care 
demonstration project, was prioritized and will go into effect September 1, 2013. 22 In his testimony 
Director McCarthy explained that the state delayed the unified waiver to reduce disruptions as the 
new demonstration project is implemented.23  
 
While the system of home-based care is undergoing change, funding for these services could be 
augmented by the enhanced federal Medicaid match of the Balancing Incentives Payment Program 
and Community First Choice. As implementation is just now taking place, the requirements of these 
programs could be worked into the initiatives moving forward. The next section focuses closely on 
these two programs. 
 
Balanced Incentive Payment Program 
A temporary incentive program, the Balanced Incentive Payment Program (BIPP) provides enhanced 
federal matching payments (“FMAP”) to states to allow them to increase Medicaid payment for long-
term care services to people in their homes.24 States like Ohio that spend between 25 and 50 percent 
of their long-term care Medicaid dollars on home and community-based services may apply for an 
additional two percentage points in federal matching funds for many services in the home, including 
services provided under waivers.25 
 
The law makes available up to $3 billion in federal matching funds during a limited period: October 
1, 2011 thru September 30, 2015. To qualify for the BIPP, a state applies to the federal Department of 
Health and Human Services (HHS) with an outline of plans for expanding Medicaid home and 
community-based care services and describing its approach to making the required administrative 
structural changes in its delivery system (outlined below). The plan must be implemented six months 
after the date of application.  
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What the state must do to get BIPP funding:  
Within six months of applying for funding under the BIPP, the state must institute administrative 
changes to increase home and community service use in Medicaid, including: 
 

• “No wrong door single entry point system” that will enable consumers to gain access to all 
services through a single point where they will receive information, referrals and an eligibility 
assessment. The “no wrong door” strategy is to include: 

o A set of ‘entry’ agencies; 
o A website and; 
o A statewide 1-800 telephone number. 

• "Conflict-free" case management to develop individual service plans and to arrange for and 
conduct ongoing monitoring of services (i.e., no conflict of interest regarding the case 
manager and the service providers). 

• A core, standardized eligibility and service assessment. 
• States must report on services, quality and outcomes. 
• States must maintain 2009 eligibility levels for all non-institutional Medicaid services for 

which the states will get an added federal payment percentage (see below). 
 
Ohio is moving toward meeting these requirements.26 A PDF posted on the Ohio Department of 
Aging’s website recounts progress Ohio has made toward meeting the requirements of the BIPP: 
 

Ohio is moving in the direction of significant system reform efforts consistent with the 
requirements of the BIPP.   

• Front door work/development of Aging and Disability Network/Continued “Connect 
me Ohio” website development. 

• Level of care criteria changes/single assessment tool. 
• Transition program (ie, HOME choice). 
• Streamlined Medicaid eligibility 

 
Application for the program was approved in HB 153, the current state budget bill.27 The governor 
has a goal of rebalancing institutional care 50/50 with home-based care, the same goal as the 
Balancing Incentive Payment Program. A spokesperson for the Ohio Department of Job and Family 
Services said that a BIPP application was considered, but delayed because of a desire for more 
analysis of the demonstration period. 28  
 
The state should maximize federal funding by moving the application forward, possibly in the 
upcoming state budget. 
 
Community First Choice Option 
The Affordable Care Act establishes the Community First Choice Option (CFCO) in Medicaid to 
encourage states to provide home and community-based personal attendant services on a statewide 
basis for people who require an institutional level of care. The announcement of the program from the 
federal Department of Health and Human Services touted the fact that states could get a six 
percentage point increase in federal matching funds and that over three years states could see a total 
of $3.7 billion in new funds for personal attendant services in the home.29 This is a permanent 
program, not time limited, like the Balancing Incentives Payment Program. Generally speaking, 
federal funds pay 63.58 percent of the cost of mainstream Medicaid services in 2103. A six 
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percentage point increase means the federal government would pay 69.58 percent of the specific 
services included under the Community First Choice option in 2013. (The federal match is allocated 
by formula and the baseline may change from year to year based on the federal formula.) 

California, the first state approved for funding under the CFCO, looks forward to $573 million in new 
federal funds.30 New York expects $90 million annually.31Alaska, one of the least populous states, 
anticipates $11 million over two years;32 this seems small but the program is permanent, so over 10 
years, the additional funding would be $55 million.  
 
The Community First Choice Option serves seniors as well as those with disabilities, but it has been 
long sought by the disability rights community. Inclusion of the initiative as an optional component 
of the health care reform law was considered a partial victory.33 It had been hoped that all Medicaid 
recipients would be eligible for attendant care services but under the final rules, only those in need of 
institutional care or the equivalent would be eligible. 34 
   
This option has a slightly higher threshold for financial eligibility than regular provisions of Medicaid 
expansion (138 percent of federal poverty level). The floor for services under CFCO is 150 percent of 
the federal poverty level (FPL). States that currently extend Medicaid nursing home eligibility to 
incomes greater than 150 percent of poverty may cover higher-income individuals with the CFCO, 
but only for incomes up to the level that would qualify for Medicaid institutional coverage – up to 
300 percent of SSI ($2,022 per month in 2010).35    

Because CFCO is provided through a state plan amendment rather than a waiver, benefits must be 
made available statewide and may not limited by enrollment caps or other restrictions. Many, if not 
most, of those who would be eligible for CFCO are already eligible, because of the focus on 
individuals needing institutional care.   
 
Community First Choice Option: A Program Outline 
CFCO is designed to give those with functional limitations a choice between care in an institution or 
in their own homes or community. 36 Services for each participant are based on an assessment-driven 
individual care plan. The program has required and optional services. 
 

Required Services:  
• Assistance with activities and instrumental activities of daily living and health-related tasks, 

including hands-on assistance and supervision; 
• Acquisition, maintenance, and enhancement of skills to complete those tasks; 
• Back-up systems, such as beepers, that will ensure continuity of care and support; 
• Training on hiring and dismissing attendants, if desired by the individual. 

Optional Services:  
• Transition costs, such as first month’s rent; utility deposits; and kitchen supplies, bedding, and 

other necessities for moving from a nursing facility to the community; 
• Coverage for other items noted in a care plan that increase independence or substitute for 

personal assistance. 
Excluded:  

• home modifications; 
• room and board; 
• medical supplies, and; 
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• assistive technology (except items that would meet the definition of back-up systems to 
ensure care continuity). 

Providers: 
•  States can select one or more models for the delivery of CFC. Ideally, states will provide 

consumers with a robust system in order to increase choice. Services must be provided under 
a person-centered plan. “Agency Provider Model” includes a range of approaches, with the 
individual having the ability to select, train,  and dismiss their direct attendant, including: 37 

o Traditional agency-managed services  
o Agency-with-Choice model where the agency operates solely as a fiscal intermediary  
o “Self-Directed Model with service budget” including:  

• Vouchers; 
• Direct Cash Payments (similar to a Cash & Counseling model); 
• Fiscal Agent; 
• Family members, as defined by the Department of Health and Human 

Services, can provide services. 
 
Providers are to be selected and services controlled by the individual or individual’s representative to 
the maximum extent possible. States must ensure that regardless of care model, services are provided 
in accordance with the Fair Labor Standards Act. 
 
Requirements for states: 

• Service availability: States must make services available statewide, with no caps or targeting 
by age, severity of disability, or any other criteria. Services must be provided in the most 
integrated setting appropriate, given an individual’s needs. 

• Maintenance of Effort: During the first year, a state must maintain or exceed its prior year 
Medicaid expenditure level for included services provided to elderly individuals and people 
with disabilities. 

• Implementation Council: States must establish a Development and Implementation Council 
to collaborate on program design and implementation. The council must have majority 
membership of the elderly, people with disabilities, or their representatives. 

• Quality Systems and Data: States must develop quality systems that incorporate consumer 
feedback and monitor health measures. The state must submit program reports to 
the Department of Health and Human Services. 

 
High incentives, lingering concerns 
The Community First Choice Option offers a significantly higher share of federal match for services, 
but only one state has applied and been approved for this opportunity. In a study published this past 
summer, the United States Government Accountability Office found uptake slow in part because final 
rules were published only in May, and in part because states were concerned by perceived risks of the 
new option, including the following: 38 
  

• Prohibition of caps on enrollment and utilization is seen as a financial exposure.   
• Not all services offered under existing waiver programs would be covered.  
• Administrative costs could outweigh enhanced federal match.  
• Lack of staffing prevented consideration.  
• Overall reform is being prepared before targeted programs are dealt with.   
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• Some states are in the middle of transition of long-term support and service for the targeted 
population to managed care.   

• Some states have just implemented a “money-follows-the person” program and have existing 
transition programs in place and under implementation. 

 
In a sense, concerns mirrored the larger concerns about the Affordable Care Act itself.  
 
Ohio is not considering this option, according to Eric Poklar of the Office of Health 
Transformation.39 He emphasized, in response to a query, that Ohio already offers personal care 
attendant services under the waiver programs and that it has other priorities – other initiatives – to 
make such care better.  
 
However, personal attendant care offered under waivers lack the broad accessibility of a plan option, 
and they lack enhanced federal match.   
 
Anna Rich of the National Senior Law Center suggested that Ohio would benefit from the extra 
money provided by the CFCO, that the timing would be good, that California had had an easy 
transition with much help from the national Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, and that 
Ohio’s desire to boost waiver enrollment made it appealing for our state. Rich also pointed out that 
most of those who would take advantage of the CFCO are likely to already be on Medicaid, so the 
program wouldn’t bring in new costly participants.40  

 
Ohio ranks low among the states in terms of meeting the needs of those with developmental 
disabilities, according to the 2012 study: “The Case for Inclusion.”  Although Ohio’s overall ranking 
is 34th among the states overall, and improved by 14 places since 2007, we still rank 44th among the 
states in meeting needs, based on waiting lists.41 According to data provided by the Ohio Department 
of Developmental Disabilities, county waiting lists for services for this community topped 40,000 in 
February of 2012.  Many of these individuals may not be eligible for Medicaid and/or are not in need 
of institutional care, but provision of adequate home and community-based care is a problem. In 
April of 2011, the Legal Rights Service (now known as the Disability Rights Service), an advocacy 
organization, wrote in a letter to the Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities:  
 

LRS is gravely concerned about the current size and pace of waiting lists in counties across 
the state for home and community-based services waivers. According to the Department’s 
own estimate, even after the Nancy Martin settlement, there are approximately 27,000 
people with developmental disabilities who are presently institutionalized or at risk of 
institutionalization and who are on waiting lists for Medicaid waivers. Moreover, a person’s 
placement on a waiting list for a Medicaid waiver almost always remains static (or even 
moves downward on the waiting list), and even those who have been waiting for a decade or 
more have no realistic opportunity of receiving these needed community services anytime 
soon. An article in the Columbus Dispatch on April 27, 2011 entitled ‘Some families wait 
years for Medicaid home-care waivers’ highlighted the frustration of individuals with 
developmental disabilities and their families. The system must fundamentally change to 
comply with federal law.42 
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Advocates have asked the state to embrace federal enhanced funding opportunities for home and 
community-based care.  As Governor Kasich took office in 2011, he was greeted with a series of 
letters from public policy leaders and experts across the state of Ohio.  From LEAP (Linking 
Employment, Abilities and Potential), Deborah Nebel and Melanie Hogan wrote to encourage a 
personal care attendant option under the state plan with enhanced federal matching funds. Among 
other arguments, Nebel and Hogan said the initiative would strengthen the Medicaid program.  “For 
the first time, federal Medicaid dollars can be spent on non-medical personal assistance (activities of 
daily living, one month rent, utility deposit, household goods). People with disabilities of all ages 
need these services to live and work in the community and would sustain services provided under 
HOME Choice which ends in 2016,” the letter said.43 This is precisely what the Community First 
Choice Option would do. 
 
Summary and recommendations 
Ohio can bring in more federal funding by taking advantage of the Community First Choice Option 
and the Balancing Incentives Payment Program. It will save money spent on long-term care by 
providing more care – at enhanced federal Medicaid match rates – in the home and community. By 
broadening availability of services – the personal attendant care service - it can create personal and 
health care jobs in the community.  
 
It is the responsibility of the state to explore significant federal funds for important programs at 
budget time. Many of the directors’ letters on last fall’s budget requests to the governor last fall 
emphasized the importance of federal funding sources to the pending budget. The Community First 
Choice Option and the Balancing Incentives Payment Program are two excellent opportunities to 
bring in federal funds and better meet Ohio’s needs. 
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